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Friday 21st July 

It’s been a long day of 

travelling but we’re now in 

France and everyone seems 

ready and enthusiastic for 

arriving in Italy tomorrow. The 

day could have started better 

with the coach accidently 

turning up at Bob’s house and 

not the hut and however much 

we’d have liked to visit Bob’s house we had to wait in anticipation at the hut. This did allow 

time for us to have a group photo before leaving. 

 

The journey across Britain was pretty enjoyable; 

films were watched and we chatted. Obviously not 

everything can be written out in great detail but 

some of the highlights were Toby losing his wallet 

except he didn’t (it was in his bag all the time), the 

random dance off on the ferry and connecting to 

another group’s speaker to play random music! 

 

On a further note the music played today has been 

great, although unfortunately that (along with any 

other noise) has now stopped in favour of rest and I think I’d be stupid to no do the same.  

 

Anyway at 11:50 day one is practically over. 

 

Saturday 22nd July 

Today our journey continues, we stopped at a 

French services about 8am for breakfast before 

driving on to and through the Mont Blanc tunnel 

into Italy, we arrived at 2pm and carried our gear 

to our tents and unpacked ready for the week 

ahead. We then had wraps for lunch at 3pm. 

About an hour or so later we went for a walk 

into the local town. We had an Ice Cream that 

was very nice, after that we went for a swim at 

the local swimming pool.  

 

Heading back from the pool we got back to camp about five, we had tea that consisted of 

meatballs, potato wedges and salad. After dinner and having washed up we had free time, 

most of us then played cards deep into the night before heading to bed and sleep. 
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Sunday 23rd July 

Today we went to the lake, we got up at 

8am and left at 9am having had 

breakfast. First we went and picked up 

our gear from a shed; this consisted of a 

buoyancy aid, a helmet and two paddles. 

We then boarded the coach and 

travelled to the lake. Upon arriving at the 

lake, we started by building a raft 

utilising barrels, rope and wooden poles 

– we constructed a very seaworthy raft. 

Despite comments from the instructors 

that it would not support the entire 

group we had a very successful maiden 

voyage and the raft carried everyone 

without sinking. After that we moved onto stand up paddle boarding where we messed 

around knocking each other off. We stacked the boards up to make a raft where we raced 

the other group’s actual raft. 

 

We then had a break for lunch, I had a Jam 

sandwich, paprika crisps, a fruit pot and 

cake. After lunch it was time to go 

kayaking, we linked up the kayaks and ran 

across them where I managed to fall in as 

well as Lydia and Toby. Before getting 

changed and leaving the lake to head back 

to camp we all had a quick go at paddle 

board running that involved running along 

several paddle boards before jumping into 

the lake.  

 

Following that, we got back to camp and had a dinner of chicken fajitas with lemon tart for 

pudding, Greg had a lactose free sorbet. Once we had finished dinner we played cards into 

the night and chatted about the day. 
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Monday 24th July 

Today we went to a mountain in Cogne to take 

part in Gorge Walking, squeeze and climbing, 

we got up at 8am to have breakfast then we 

left at 9:20. We were split into two groups to 

either go climbing or do Squeeze before 

swapping over. 

 

The first activity we did was Squeeze this 

involved moving through small holes between 

some very 

large 

boulders, before we scrambled into the compact holes 

we needed to shout “Piff Ting” and once we had crawled 

out of the figure hugging holes we had to shout “Yeet”, 

this ensured that only one person was in a hole. One of 

the squeezes had options of the A hole, B hole and C 

hole, everyone went for the A hole as it was the 

smallest!  

 

After finally scrambling out of several blood 

restricting crevasses we swapped over and 

header to the climbing, there were 3 different 

areas to climb. After a quick briefing we all took 

it in turn to climb and belay even Bob had a go 

although his camera battery died after the first 

climb so had to do another in order to get 

photographic evidence! 

 

It was then time for lunch, we walked through 

some mountain side meadows and arrived at 

our lunch destination. An assortment of half baguettes, crisps and fruit pots were passed 

around.  

 

The entire group then got ready for Gorge Walking, this 

involved forcing ourselves into our dry wetsuits. We then 

wandered down to the gorge. The water was very cold, we 

had to get our bodies used to the temperature by dunking 

our heads under the water. We then walked up the river to 

the ledge where we belly flopped in and then climbed 

another rock to slide down it back into the water.  

 

Finishing our gorge walk we went back to get changed with 

some struggling to get out of the wetsuits! Once changed 

we headed back to camp on the coach to have BBQ pork 

and rice for tea. After tea we went and did the high ropes 

course on site before heading to bed. 
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Tuesday 25th July 

Today was the excursion day, we woke up at 

7:30 and got some food at 8. It was scrambled 

eggs, beans and toast, yum. We then prepared 

for our day. To begin with we headed to Aosta 

where we were given a quick history talk as we 

entered the ex-roman town. The Acorn leaders 

gave us some boundaries for the time we 

would spend within the town, we spent it 

shopping for out “Secret Santa” presents and 

met a woman called Maddelena in a shop 

where we bought 3 things and it took 20 

minutes while she wrapped them for us. After leaving the shop we purchased multiple ice 

creams which were very good. Once we had congregated at the meeting point we went back 

to the coach, we had a short stop at a rather large Carrefour (a supermarket) to buy some 

supplies. Everyone was excited about the super market and bought ridiculous amounts. 

Millie had lots but didn’t pay for a bag so struggled getting out. Ben got the most and to pay 

with both cash and card. 

 

We then got back on the coach and departed 

for the journey to the Skyway, some cable cars 

leading to the top of Mont Blanc. After a 

quench and stomach satisfying lunch 

consisting of chicken mayonnaise baguette and 

water we began making our way towards the 

capsule that would take us to the first station, 

the cable car was very cool and span as we 

moved which led to some very pretty views. 

After we got off the first car we ‘hung’ around 

the middle base for a while. In this area we 

scouted a neat little gift shop but it was very expensive. There was a grand piano that 

Marcus started to play including the Pirates of the Caribbean theme, he was amazing. Once 

the next cable car arrived we jumped on, in 

no time at all we were at the highest point 

on the mountain that we could get to 

without climbing gear. There was frozen 

water everywhere we had a snowball fight 

shortly followed by a hot drink courtesy of 

the leaders. Afterwards we cabled back 

down and drove back to the camp site. 

 

For dinner we had carbonara and garlic 

bread which was very good. The evening 

activity was a briefing for our white water 

rafting, we all ended up very wet including Hannah who took an unexpected swim in the 

lake. After the briefing we headed back to camp to play some cards before heading to bed. 
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Wednesday 26th July 

This morning I thought it would be a clever idea 

to wake up ten minutes before breakfast so had 

a rather hurried change just to have breakfast 

start five minutes late. Breakfast consisted of 

sausages and hash browns, I chucked a yoghurt 

into the mix as well. At 9:30 we collected our 

gear for the day and went back to our tents to 

insert our bodies into our wet suits. 

 

At 10 we got into 3 teams and grabbed a raft. 

Toby and Pete were our first runners and were 

tasked with setting the pace for our paddling when we were on the raft, Pete was told off for 

being too good. Our first run down the river was rather uneventful and we hopped on the 

coach and returned to the start to do the same again.  

 

We returned to our village for lunch, I had a jam 

wrap and a cheese wrap along with cake and 

crisps. We played a few rounds of Uno and Irish 

Snap before boarding our beautiful coach and 

heading to our next rafting location. 

 

After 50 minutes we arrived at our next set of 

rapids. These were some amazing drops. I being 

the genius that I am fell into the river and after 

being rescued by Millie and Mitch promptly fell 

back in but I did it with style. After more bumps 

and lumps we finished and got back onto the coach and returned to the campsite where I 

wrapped my secret Santa present after getting changed.  

 

Tea was jacket potatoes and 

tiramisu. Michael ate five bowls. 

After tea we took part in 

“Nightline” a night walk where we 

were blindfolded and had to follow 

a rope. It was a rather weird 

experience not being able to see 

where we were going. Once we 

recovered from the experience it 

was time for a quick game of cards 

before heading to bed. 
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Thursday 27th July 

Today we started with a breakfast 

consisting of boiled eggs and beans. Our 

activities started with a 50min coach 

journey up the mountainside to where we 

will based for the day. The plan was to go 

abseiling and bouldering in the morning 

followed by walk in the afternoon. 

 

I went abseiling first which was fun as I did 

both abseils with ease, most of us had 

multiple goes. We then moved onto a very unique version of bouldering, but seeing as I have 

little to no upper body strength I wasn’t as good at the bouldering making it quite a 

challenge.  

 

Meeting back up with the other group for the usual 

lunch of baguettes, crisps, cake and fruit pots and a 

lazy hour meant we were well prepared for out 

walk.  

 

We took a walk up some paths alongside the river 

which lead to some amazing views of the Pont 

valley and some spectacular waterfalls, we didn’t 

quite make it as far as planned and had to turn 

around to ensure we made it make in time to go for 

our meal out this evening – all you can eat pizza! 

 

After travelling back to the camp by coach and a 

quick shower we made our way down to the 

restaurant by the pool for our evening meal, pizzas 

were coming out constantly – the challenge was 24 

slices. No one managed the challenge but both Ed 

& Stewart vs Ben & Michael claimed to have eaten 

the most!  After the pizza was finished Jacob ended 

up entertaining some local children by having to 

play “fetch” with a ball they kept throwing towards 

him. It was then time for our Secret Santa. There 

were some interesting gifts but personally I am proud of the one I gave to Jodie. I received 

some pasta which looks delicious. Other presents included a model Land 

Rover for Pete, a hat for Greg, some interesting shaped pasta for Jacob 

and Bob got yet again hair gel. On the other hand the hair gel was a joke 

and his actual present was a bottle of Grappa. Bob was also given a card 

as this is his last summer camp and sadly his time being a leader is over 

(as he is stepping down) but he is a great leader and will be missed. 

After the present giving we made our way back to the campsite where 

eventually everyone turned in. A great day, one of the best but then 

again I have loved this whole experience and it has been amazing. 
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Friday 28th July 

Today was our final day at Acorn Adventure, 

waking up was as hard as normal but today it was a 

relief to get out of our boiling tents. Breakfast food 

was pain au chocolate, porridge with a selection of 

yoghurts and fruit and gave us the energy for our 

castle walk. The heat was relentless but everyone 

seemed to enjoy the sunshine. It was certainly 

different to the ‘warm’ weather we have in Britain. 

 

Our walk to castle was quick but the unbearable 

heat and steep, twisting path made everyone 

glad to reach out destination. From the castle 

you could see right down the valley and over the 

town. While we were on the walk, one of the 

instructors was telling us interesting facts about 

the castle and the Aosta Valley, like how the 

castles were built all along the valley and were 

used as beacons to warn the people the French 

were invading. After a quick stop to re-hydrate 

we continued on our way to the pool. 

 

At the pool everyone was glad to get into the cool water, after deciding to not swim me and 

a few others grabbed some ice creams and watched the others from a shaded area by the 

pool. They were all jumping in the water, with some trying to make the biggest splash. Once 

they had finished swimming everyone 

got and changed. After our pizza night 

last night, people went to get pizza. The 

walk back to the campsite went quickly 

and we ate lunch that consisted of 

burgers as fast as we could so could 

pack our bags ready to head home. 

Millie’s Birthday cake went down well 

and soon disappeared. We packed our 

bags and loaded them onto the coach 

ready to depart. We had time for a 

photo with our “Bob” t-shirts under the 

Acorn sign. Fox and Lydia were then 

collected by their mum and gran for 

another week of travelling in Italy and 

Switzerland. We boarded the coach and settled onto the coach for our long journey home. 
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Saturday 29th July 

Another day of travelling – not the best but we have watched several films en-route. We’re 

all very tired after a fun packed week of activities. Having slept most of the way I was woken 

up by Hannah as we were at the border and getting checked. We then got on the ferry at 

7am, on the ferry we had a full English breakfast. 

 

After we got off the ferry the next 

stop was to switch the drivers so it 

was goodbye to Tiny and Ken, 

they will be missed. As we were all 

so sad we decided to get food, of 

course we got every teenagers 

favourite food either McDonalds 

or KFC. 

 

We are predicted to be back at 

3:30 and I am looking forward to 

getting some sleep in my own bed 

after a fantastic week and a great camp. 

 

 


